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Introduction

On September 7, 2017, while meeting with the Russian President Vladimir Putin on the sidelines of the Eastern Economic Forum held in Vladivostok, the Mongolian President Khaltmaagiin Battulga made it amply clear that his priority now is “to promote the advancement of Mongolia-Russia relations, including economic cooperation, to a new level.”¹ This is no surprise given that Battulga matched his July 2017 presidential election campaign hostility toward China with a pro-Russia platform.² On further contemplation, however, one can identify three main driving forces behind Mongolia-Russia expanding partnership: “First, in contrast to former Soviet Bloc states in Europe that have been moving closer to the EU in recent years, Mongolia has spent the last decade actively strengthening its ties with Russia across a range of sectors. Second, cooperation between the two states is developing for Mongolia in ways that allow it more room for manoeuvre within its largely confining regional geographic position.
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Third, Russia has re-emerged as an important partner to balance China; a state on which Mongolia is increasingly, and uncomfortably, dependent.” In recent years, the focus of Mongolia-Russia relationship has essentially been on strengthening and expanding their strategic partnership. Evidently, last year in April 2016, an important event took place when Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Viktorovich Lavrov signed a mid-term programme agreement with his Mongolian counterpart for the development of a strategic partnership between the two countries. This points to the fact that ever since Mongolia-Russia Ulaanbaatar Declaration was signed in 2000 there have been positive developments in the bilateral relationship which needs to be examined in the backdrop of the evolution of strategic partnership between the two sides.

**Evolution of Strategic Partnership**

The geo-strategic importance of Mongolia due to its landlocked geographical location between Russia and China is the primary reason for both Russia and Mongolia to have cordial relations with each other. By pursuing its third neighbour foreign policy with a balancing approach towards its two geographic neighbours- Russia and China, Mongolia has looked for a place in the post-cold war world and has overcome isolation to create a stable and favourable external environment. As a result, Mongolia’s foreign relations posture shed its deep-seated dependence on the former Soviet Union and shifted towards a policy of nonalignment shaped by balanced relations with Russia and China as well as with the US and other Western powers. The entire policy on foreign relations was shifted alongside the structural transition. Not only did Japan and the US welcome this shift in foreign policy but also other powers in the Asia-Pacific, especially in view of Mongolia’s geopolitical constraints of being a vast territorial buffer between Russia and China. Yet, the post-Soviet shift in Mongolia’s foreign policy also witnessed the beginning of a new era in

---

Mongolia-Russia bilateral relations.

Quite different from the Soviet period when dependence and domination were the two fundamental features characterizing bilateral ties between Russia and Mongolia, the post-Soviet period has seen a diverse pattern that is based on “equality” in the relationship on the whole. In the beginning, the political relations began to take shape primarily through exchange of high level visits between the two sides. But these visits did not pay much dividend as there had been a clear state of stagnation in their relations until the year 2000 when the Russian President Vladimir Putin paid a visit to Mongolia. Putin’s visit followed an improvement in bilateral relations in 1999 mainly due to the China factor as Chinese domination in Mongolian economy was clearly visible. Russia then realized the geostrategic importance of Mongolia in the light of Chinese presence which also raised Russian concerns for the security of its eastern borders. On its part, Mongolia too became eager to strengthen its ties with Russia.

Startlingly, in December 1999 a long-awaited meeting between Russian President Boris Yeltsin and Mongolian President N. Bagabandi took place in Kremlin to discuss several important issues of mutual concerns in almost all areas- political, economic, cultural and military. In 2000, Putin’s visit to Ulaanbaatar was aimed at improving the bilateral relations which had been facing stagnation for almost a decade. The credit for improvement in relations was also given to the overwhelming victory of the Mongolian People’s Republican Party (MPRP) by defeating the Democrats in the June 2000 parliamentary elections. As such Putin’s visit, combined with the MPRP victory, regenerated the hope for Russia and Mongolia to resume and promote their traditional ties. This, in the following years, eventually gave a strong push to their so called “halted” relations and marked the return of Russia’s comprehensive cooperation with Mongolia. Since Mongolia’s greatest importance to Russia lies in its geopolitical location, it was considered to be in the interest of Moscow to renew its relations with Ulaanbaatar.

Russian leaders were hopeful that President Putin’s Ulaanbaatar visit in 2000 would help re-establish Moscow’s preeminent position as a most favoured neighbour. The leaders of the two States held a thorough exchange of views on a broad range of issues relating to their bilateral relations and on international issues of mutual concerns, which culminated in the signing of the Ulaanbaatar Declaration that was christened as “a legal groundwork for the restoration of

---

bilateral ties between the two countries”. Since the signing of the Ulaanbaatar Declaration the two sides have seen several high level exchanges of visits including the 2002 visit of Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Kasyanov who became the first head of cabinet to come to Mongolia since 1971. However, the significance of Ulaanbaatar Declaration lies into the fact that it was a document, which determined the principles of directions for extending and developing Mongolia-Russia relations in the 21st century.

Further in 2003, the two countries established their good neighbourly and traditional partnership during the visit of the then Mongolian Prime Minister Nambaryn Enkhbayar to Russia. The result was that in December 2003, the Russian government decided to write off almost the entire Soviet-era Mongolia’s debt to Russia, once valued at US $ 11 billion. This gave a boost to bilateral economic relations which were overshadowed since the Soviet collapse in 1991. Such a boost, however, did not encourage Russian investment until political relations set a new landmark in 2006. In that year, Mongolia-Russia political relations entered in to a resumption phase when “Moscow Declaration” was signed during a second visit to Russia by Nambaryn Enkhbayar after he took over Mongolia’s command as the new President. Moscow Declaration was a document in which both sides set in place their mutual aspiration to increase the efficiency of bilateral interaction in the spirit of strategic partnership.

One may discover that in the post-2000 period, the treaties and agreements signed in various areas of cooperation on interstate and intergovernmental levels have become the basis for the expansion of Mongolia-Russia bilateral relations. Initially, the relationship between the two sides was guided by the Treaty on Friendly Relations and Cooperation between Russia and Mongolia of January 20, 1993 and the Ulaanbaatar Declaration of November 14, 2000. Indeed it was Putin’s Mongolia visit in 2000 that proved to be meaningful for peaceful relations and constructive cooperation between the two sides in the succeeding years. Both sides recognised the importance of signing bilateral agreements in a Joint Russian-Mongolian Statement issued on January 14, 2004, when the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation Igor Ivanov paid an

---

official visit to Mongolia at the invitation of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Mongolia Luvsangiiin Erdenechuluun. The joint statement reflected the historically established deep mutual trust, good-neighbourliness and friendship between the peoples of Russia and Mongolia. Bilateral trade and economic cooperation revived gradually following a period of decline since 1990s but it was only in 2006 that the two countries agreed to move from “traditionally good-neighbourly partnership” to “strategic partnership”.

Expansion of Strategic Partnership

The expansion of Strategic Partnership began to be felt since April 2008 when Mongolian Prime Minister Sanjaagiiin Bayar paid an official visit to Moscow, which opened up what has been described as “a new era for comprehensive cooperation between the two nations.” By then Moscow had already considered Mongolia as a special subject in its foreign affairs development. Politically, the frequent exchange of high-level visits between the two countries deepened their mutual trust and reliance, and hence Mongolia-Russia bilateral ties entered into a new period of growth. The year 2009 was full of remarkable events for both Mongolia and Russia as they celebrated the 70th anniversary of the Victory at the Battle of Khalkhyn Gol, and the 60th anniversary of the Ulaanbaatar Railway that had a great significance in recalling the tradition and historical features of the relations between the two countries.

But it was on August 25, 2009 that the visit of Russian President Dmitry Medvedev to Mongolia marked the signing of a Declaration on the Development of Strategic Partnership between the two sides, thus raising the status of their relationship from being good neighbours to strategic partners. Not only did they sign what is known as the “manifesto to boost the strategic partnership” but also a series of
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other agreements by which the two countries pledged to consolidate cooperation in railway system updating, uranium exploitation, and a huge investment in the coal mining. Political analysts noted that “the signing of the declaration on strategic partnership development signifies the progress of vital importance scored by Russia’s diplomacy towards Mongolia.”18 This was, in fact, an extension of the existing level of Russia-Mongolia relations which had been successfully developing on the basis of the 1993 Treaty on friendly relations and cooperation, Ulaanbaatar Declaration of 2000 and Moscow Declaration of 2006. All such agreements are the evidence that Russia and Mongolia are committed to strengthen their political and diplomatic relations by pursuing their strategic partnership.

Within three years the two sides proceeded further to reinforce their political and economic ties. On October 19, 2012, Sergei M. Mironov, Chairman of the Council of Inter-Parliamentary Assembly of States in the upper house (Federation Council of Russia) and Head of the Russia-Mongolia interparliamentary group, held a meeting with Mongolian Ambassador to Russia Doloonjin Idevkhten to review efforts for expanding relations between the State Duma and Mongolia’s parliament.19 Mongolia thus figured prominently in the general thrust of Russia’s Asian policy which called for further expansion of strategic partnership between the two sides. The fact that the Russian and Mongolian views converge on regional and global issues in the spirit of their strategic partnership can be seen through agreements incorporated into the Declaration on the development of their strategic partnership. The Declaration, in part, includes the following:20

1. Both Mongolia and Russia stressed on the desire to work together in the interests of all members of the international community to equal opportunities for development, including through the establishment of a new global financial architecture and adapt existing financial system to the current realities.

2. They made commitments to lend their support for comprehensive reform of the United Nations, including the expansion of the Security

Council, with a view to make it more representative and effective through a broad consensus of UN member states.

3. Since the spread of nuclear weapons remained a threat to international peace and security, Russia and Mongolia reaffirmed their support for the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT). Both sides hailed the multilateral efforts …to move towards improving the efficiency of this treaty based on the unity of its three key components: non-proliferation, disarmament and peaceful uses of nuclear energy.…

4. The two sides stressed that one of the important tools to strengthen the non-proliferation regime is to create zones in the world free of nuclear weapons. Russia pointed out that an internationally recognized nuclear-free status of Mongolia is a significant contribution to this process, and hence the entry into force on March 21, 2009 of the Treaty on a Nuclear Weapons Free in Central Asia was considered as a significant factor in ensuring security in the region.

5. They expressed their concerns over DPRK’s May 25, 2009 nuclear test and urged Pyongyang to comply strictly with UN Security Council Resolution No. 1695, 1718 and 1874 to abandon nuclear weapons programmes. They also stressed on the need to work towards the resumption of negotiations in order to resolve the nuclear issue on the Korean Peninsula besides maintaining peace and stability in Northeast Asia.

6. The two countries expressed their commitment to work together to combat terrorism and other new threats and challenges. They called for the consistent implementation of the UN Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy, implementation of norms of universal anti-terrorism conventions and speedy finalization of a Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism.

7. Expressing their concerns over ongoing ideological expansion of terrorism, Russia and Mongolia confirmed the need for strict compliance with Resolution 1624 of the UN Security Council calling for a criminal offense of inciting terrorism, among civilizations, intercultural and interfaith dialogue as an effective tool to suppress terrorist ideology, bringing to this task the capacity of civil society, including business and media.

8. They also expressed their strong intention to continue close cooperation in curbing the new challenges and threats to regional sites. Mongolia in this regard expressed support for the efforts of the Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) according to … the atmosphere of peace, security and cooperation.
9. Both sides called for the formation of a transparent and equal security system in the Asia-Pacific Region (APR) that would be based on a collective basis, international law and the interests of all countries in the region. They noted the need for an ATP partner network of multilateral organizations, close cooperation within the existing integration forums, especially the SCO and ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) on security.

10. Russia welcomed Mongolia’s desire to become a member of Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), and stated that it will support an application to the case of the adoption of APEC consensus decision on enlargement of the forum.

11. Keeping in mind the importance of cooperation in the SCO framework, the two countries agreed to continue exchanging information and conducting bilateral and multilateral consultations on strengthening mechanisms for collaboration of member countries and observer states to implement a number of programmes within the organization in priority areas such as energy and transportation.

Subsequent to the 2009 Declaration on the development of their Strategic Partnership the two sides had long been planning to establish a full-fledged strategic partnership since September 2014, when the Russian and Mongolian Presidents met in Ulaanbaatar. At that time, among prominent economic deals Russian President Putin and Mongolian President Elbegdorj agreed to include a protocol that provided for visa-free travel of both Russian and Mongolian passport holders between the two countries for up to 30 days. This agreement, which came into effect on December 14, 2014, marked the return of diplomatic relations to the level the two sides enjoyed during the Cold War years and is, as such, a remarkable and symbolic development so far as the expansion of strategic partnership is concerned.\(^{21}\)

However, in order to give a boost to the plan of establishing a strategic partnership Russia and Mongolia signed a medium-term program for the development of strategic partnership during Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov’s official visit to Ulaanbaatar on April 14, 2016. According to the Mongolian Foreign Minister Lundeg Purevsuren, “this is not only a medium-term plan for the development of bilateral relations, but also a kind of a compass, a benchmark for the two countries’ future actions over the next five

years.”22 This document was most desired in the ongoing circumstances because under the existing regulations, the planning of bilateral relations was being carried out only on a yearly basis based on the protocol of the Russian-Mongolian Intergovernmental Commission, which was not enough to realize the full potential of the strategic partnership. Both sides also held talks on strengthening economic and political cooperation at the bilateral level, joint projects with the participation of China, and further intensification of Russian-Mongolian interaction. They renewed the existing intergovernmental agreement on the promotion of regional and cross-border cooperation as well.

Recently, on October 2, 2017, the second Mongolia-Russia Cooperation Business Forum has once again reinforced the importance of broadening Mongolia-Russia relations and cooperation to enrich the strategic partnership. The two countries are already negotiating to create a permanent council, which would focus on upgrading the legal landscape for the commercial sector. Russian Ambassador I. K. Azizov said at the Forum that the two countries have to focus attention to forwarding their partnership without limiting it to the economic and trade sectors.23 According to him, it is vital for Russia to widen the cooperation with Mongolia in five certain directions, i.e., enhancing cooperation in the energy sector, advancing construction works of railways, promoting cooperation in new fields such as air transportation and processing industries, supplying agricultural equipment and broadening collaboration in livestock breeding.

Another noteworthy component of Russia-Mongolia strategic partnership framework has been Russia’s positive posture for Mongolia’s efforts of making its presence felt in the world, particularly in the Community of Democracies. During 2011-2013 Mongolia chaired the Community of Democracies, which has been both an honor and a heavy responsibility for Mongolia as its goal was to focus on promotion of democracy education, strengthening regional cooperation, providing greater support to civil society and promoting sharing of experience.24 Russia essentially is not opposed to such activities of Mongolia for the simple reason of developing democratic culture in the Asia-Pacific region. The success of democratic transition has indeed taken Mongolia to the new stage of development not only at home but also at foreign front in strengthening its bilateral and multilateral relations.25

Russia-Mongolia Partnership on Regional Issues

In line with the Declaration on the development of Strategic Partnership Russia has also been extending its support towards Mongolia’s efforts of going with the regional integration and joining different groupings. Mongolia, in fact, is back on the international scene after centuries of relative isolation in the post-2000 period as it engages itself actively in international fora as well as reinforcing its integration into regional and global structures. Since Russia-Mongolia relations have been developing in a spirit of strategic partnership and on the basis of mutual benefit and mutual trust, it has been observed that Russia has been committed to be supportive in Mongolia’s engagement with regional organisations. Although a member of the United Nations, Mongolia has had trouble gaining full participation in broader international security dialogues. It attended the ASEAN-centered “ASEAN Regional Forum” (ARF) in Singapore and remained an OSCE Partner member since 2004 until becoming a full member in 2012.²⁶

In the 21st century, Mongolia has become a geographic and political locus of surpassing strategic importance to the United States, Russia and China. By reviewing the dynamic of interests these three nations have in Mongolia, one can understand its importance to the broader global community of democracies i.e., OSCE and also to NATO.²⁷ The North Atlantic Council formally approved an Individual Partnership and Cooperation Programme with Mongolia on 19 March 2012. This has not only formalized but also developed relations between NATO and Mongolia.²⁸ Earlier, July 2005 conference of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) welcomed Mongolia’s accession to the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC) and then in the following year the 2006 ASEM 6 Summit invited Mongolia to become a member. The result was that Mongolia officially joined ASEM at the 2008 ASEM 7 Summit. Mongolia has also joined the Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia (CICA), while at the same time seeking membership of APEC. These are all clear signs that Mongolia has been actively participating in regional groupings to make its worthy contribution internationally.

However, Russian support to Mongolia’s engagement with regional organisations is more visible in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) where it has an observer status since 2004. Recently, there have been indications

that Mongolia would now seek full membership in the SCO. Even both Russia and China are insisting that the observer status of Mongolia in SCO should be changed to the status of a full member (Kamalov2010:241). In terms of regionalisation efforts in Asia, Northeast Asia has been one region where both Russia and Mongolia have enduring interests, particularly since the beginning of the twenty-first century (Soni 2013:297). The two countries’ interests in the Northeast Asian region have contributed much to strengthen their bilateral and multilateral relations of which the regional factor has its own significance. Since Northeast Asian nations are getting involved in the regional integration processes with different intensity, developing strategic partnership with Russia has become a natural choice for Mongolia in pursuing its national interests. By supporting Mongolia for its involvement in the Northeast Asian regional integration process, Russia has an opportunity to find its own “niche” as well in the region.29

Mongolia’s engagement with Russia in the framework of developing strategic partnership is also important because both the countries have distinct geopolitical needs:30 For Russia, Mongolia traditionally provides a strategic buffer from China, while Mongolia increases Russia’s stake in Sino-Russian relations and offers leverage for Moscow when dealing with Beijing. In recent years, Russia has resumed its military assistance to Mongolia quite actively through training, equipment and exercise. For Mongolia, Russia has been the only source of political, economic, and military support in the face of an assertive China. Nevertheless, other than the benefits Mongolia enjoys across its political, economic and security segments, developing its relations with Russia also has significant strategic value in three important ways as described by Jeff Reeves, which are as follows:31

1. Expanding strategic partnership with Russia ensures Mongolia to continue with its ‘balanced relationship’ approach with the two neighbours in the face of China’s growing influence, especially on Mongolia’s trade and economy. For Mongolia, the more developed its relations with Russia become, the more Mongolia can manage these relations to balance China’s dominance;

2. Expanding strategic partnership with Russia increases stability for Mongolia within the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) and the
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Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia (CICA). Russia’s position in the two organisations provides a balance to China so as to give legitimacy to the claims of equality among member states of SCO and CICA; and
(3) Expanding strategic partnership with Russia also ensures Mongolia’s importance in China’s “One Belt, One Road” project under which the three sides agreed to create a economic corridor. For Mongolia, a trilateral agreement with Russia and China provides a far more balanced approach to regional security, economic exchange, and political affairs.

It needs to be pointed out that last year on June 23, 2016, a trilateral economic partnership agreement in Tashkent was signed during the 11th SCO meeting by the Presidents of the three countries- Russia, China and Mongolia. The agreement contains 32 proposed projects, and sketches out the creation of a joint investment center to assess the financial requirements and feasibility of each of the three participating countries. One of the main parts of the agreement involves cooperation on improving roads and other forms of transportation in the region. The agreement also proposes regular consultations with third-party transport agencies, including railway companies. Even China-Mongolia-Russia Economic Corridor is an important trilateral initiative given that “One Belt, One Road” project “fits together with Russia’s transcontinental rail plan and Mongolia’s Prairie Road or Grassland Road or the steppe road programme.” The corridor aims at promoting cooperation among three countries in railways, roads, energy resources, logistics, transportation and agriculture. It, thus, appears that Russia’s efforts toward this end serve Mongolia’s strategic interests exceptionally well.

Conclusion

Looking at the foregoing discussions on the expanding vistas of Mongolia-Russia strategic partnership since 2000 Ulaanbaatar Declaration it appears that Moscow not only needs “a friendly Mongolia but also a Mongolia strategically allied with Russia”. The argument is that “if Mongolia were to be dominated by China or any other nation, it would represent a dramatic shift in the balance-of-power in the entire region of the Asia and Pacific”. Such thoughts have helped build up confidence on both sides to develop their strategic partnership in all areas of mutual concerns. Yet, in order to further strengthen their strategic partnership both Russia and Mongolia have to recognize each other’s importance in bilateral and multilateral affairs. Keeping in mind the priorities of Russian foreign policy it is in Russia’s interests that Mongolia, as its immediate neighbour, remains a politically stable and economically prosperous state so as to establish a good-neighbour zone around the perimeter of the Russian borders. Similarly, despite Chinese economic dominance Russia as a significant strategic partner remains to be a credible necessity in matters of Mongolia’s bilateral and multilateral security concerns.

In addition, although China is by far the bigger trade partner of Mongolia, Russia is the more popular of the two. Mongolia is now looking to Russia for further investment in the jointly owned railway network to benefit from continental trade with China. Since Russia has already agreed to write off the vast majority of Mongolia’s outstanding debt to Russia, a total of US $174.2 million, it may open exciting opportunities for Moscow as well. This is so because Mongolia is a major importer of refined petroleum from Russia in addition to importing goods worth billions of dollars. Hence, Mongolia will continue to be seen as an opportunity for Russian state and private firms. Given that the current Mongolian President Khaltmaagin Battulga is a pro-Russian, he may prefer Russia to balance the influence of China. But in a complex geostrategic set up, Mongolia after the July 2017 presidential elections appears to be in a rebalancing mode toward Russia and China, and that would be the
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best strategy to gain maximum benefits. Even though expanding strategic partnership as of now remains to be a major factor in Mongolia-Russia existing relationship.